The International Journal of Pharmacy & Integrated Health Sciences (IJPIHS) began in 2021 and its achievement is deceptive in the number of manuscripts submitted and the diversity of scientific themes comprised by the journal. We trust that IJPIHS should endure serving a wide-ranging concern dealing with the specialized area of Pharmaceutical and Biological Sciences. Submission of a paper to IJPIHS infers that all the corresponding and co-authors should be aware of the manuscript submission and it may not be under consideration and/or not be the part elsewhere. This journal targets to inaugurate a platform for providing research ideas on novel developing tendencies in pharmaceutical and integrated health sciences.

IJPIHS is continually devoted to publishing papers that will reinforce the understanding of upcoming Researchers, Academician, and Scientists. Manuscripts should adhere firmly to the author's guidelines provided in the IJPIHS portal includes formatting and scientific soundness. The publication that deviates from the guidelines and instructions will not be forwarded for review. IJPIHS is privileged in its stature and given that a prestigious medium for a wide public
of interdisciplinary research. The recent issue contains a multinational audience and the authors should have a substantial responsibility to certify the English language standard. We are not requesting excellence, but we insist on the absenteeism of uncertainty and ambiguity.

We are functioning effectively on collaborative research and editorial projects, and we are motivated by the prospect to lead IJPIHS into the new millennium. We are looking onward to getting manuscripts that refer to first-class scientific themes within the scope of the Journal.
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